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It’s your brand anchor, and a redesign shouldn’t be taken lightly. Do you want to intrigue 
people? Challenge the status quo? Build trust? Speed up the sales cycle?

Your website will become an important extension of the relationship you have with your 
prospects and customers. It should be every bit as vibrant, dynamic, and real as your  
best people. 

We’ve had to rescue many a website redesign gone awry, so we’ve compiled this white 
paper to present a cohesive view of the most important things to consider.

By the end of this document, we hope you’ll understand the importance of viewing 
your website as a critical member of your sales team. When your best salespeople 
communicate with their customers, they use emotion, subtle nuances in tone, nonverbal 
cues, visual judgments, and compelling speech. Your website should be no different.

Like it or not, people 
make judgments based 
on your website. 

LET’S BEGIN BY LOOKING AT SOME WAYS YOU 

CAN TURN A WEBSITE INTO A TRUTH-TELLER 

AND SALES ENABLER.

• WHAT THEY SEE—THIS IS THE DESIGN 

• WHAT THEY READ —THIS IS THE MESSAGING

• WHAT THEY EXPERIENCE—THIS IS THE NAVIGATION  
AND USER EXPERIENCE

• WHAT THEY DO—THIS IS THE CONVERSION
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When a visitor first arrives on your website, there are four key levels of 
communication that can work on your behalf:



of people say the reason they don’t trust particular 
websites is because of their design. 

94% 

0.2
Seconds

Google disagrees. 
Their research says users form an opinion about your website in only 

0.05Seconds

It takes less than .2 seconds for 
an online visitor to form a first 

opinion of your brand, claims the 
Missouri University of Science  

and Technology. 

It takes just 
another 2.6 
seconds

for the viewer’s eyes to land 
on the area of a website 
that most influences their 
first impression.

Seeing is believing. 

For millennia, we humans have learned to trust our instincts and our senses. We 

particularly trust what we see. In less time that it takes to read this sentence, your 

prospects will draw powerful, lasting conclusions about your stability, your trust-

worthiness, and whether they like you. In fact, a study by 3M found the brain processes 

visual communication 60,000 times faster than words. So we must never underestimate 

the importance of design. 

How do you give your visitors information without creating overload? 

Show instead of tell. Wherever possible, use graphics, high quality photography, 

illustration, charts, timelines, and icons to support navigation options and messaging. 

WHAT THEY SEE: 
THE POWER 
OF DESIGN



Our brains appreciate beauty. It holds our 
attention and invokes curiosity and indulgence. 
We slow down for beauty. In an age of too little 
time and too little attention, that’s a currency you 
can’t afford to ignore. Subconsciously, we equate 
beauty to value, desirability, art, power, and 
stature. 

According to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, only 
once basic survival needs are met can we afford 
to make more spiritual and preferential decisions. 
Beauty speaks to all, but it becomes apparent 
only when we allow ourselves to perceive it. When 
your website is beautiful, you’re reflecting to your 
visitors who they are and what they can afford in 
terms of time. And when people like what they 
see, they stay longer. 

The look of your website either positions you 
above or below your competitors in the minds  
of your visitors. Simply put, you show them who  
you are.  

Beauty & 
the Art of Lingering 
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Your brand is the unwavering truth about your company. It’s what people associate with 

you based on their accumulated experiences gained by interacting with your organization. 

Branding covers many things—from your logo and website to how customer service 

answers the phone. So, while acknowledging that this is far too comprehensive a topic for 

one paragraph, it would be remiss not to mention it. 

Do you know your brand descriptors—the key adjectives your 
customers use to describe you? 

How do these descriptors align with your vision and mission? 

How does your website communicate this truth in a way 
that delights, resonates, and inspires action, loyalty, and 
evangelism? 

Clearly, they should be in alignment.  

Personality & Character: 
Truth & Brand 

TRADE SECRET

When planning the visual concept of your website,  
you should answer the following:

• What emotion and message do you want to convey  
in the first milliseconds? 

• What visual cues will resonate with your audience  
and help you stand out? 

• How can you delight and inspire your customers  
and prospects? 

PG. 5



Scanning & Choice

Think of your own Web experiences. You scan images, headlines, and navigation to find 
information that answers your questions or piques your curiosity. If the design and message works 
together, the result can purposefully guide visitors through your website. 

Hierarchy and strategic layout choices are key components often missing from Web design. 
Hierarchy is the use of color, typography, and placement to direct the eye. When hierarchy is 
missing, the burden of choice is put on the visitor, which creates friction and can quickly lead to 
information overload. Bad layout means the risk of closing the door to new engagement and 
discovery. Visual cues are key to creating a website that invites curiosity and leads to learning. 

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT

EYE-TRACKING DATA

NUMBER OF SECONDS THE AVERAGE 
WEBSITE VISITOR VIEWS YOUR

6.44
SECONDS

MAIN   
NAVIGATION>>

6.48
SECONDS

<<LOGO 

6.00
SECONDS

<<SEARCH
     BOX 

5.94
SECONDS

<<MAIN
 IMAGE 

5.95
SECONDS

WRITTEN CONTENT
>>

5.95
SECONDS

<<FOOTER



Talk Instead of Write
Video may cost more than many static alternatives, but if you want to make a lasting 

impression, it can be worth it. But don’t just take our word for it. 

The quality of your video makes an impression, too. 

60% of people prefer watching video over reading text (Forbes)

People remember 50% of information from a video compared to  
22% from written content (Wharton School of Business)

52% of consumers feel watching a video makes them more confident in 
their purchase (ReelSEO)

Video has a 41% higher click-through rate than regular text (aimClear)
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WHAT THEY READ: 
GET THE MESSAGING 
RIGHT

When content is well-written and 
—dare we say it—interesting, 

you’re more likely to spend more time exploring it. And when you can learn 
something and discover information that helps you solve a problem or 
achieve a goal, that content can be the start of a longer relationship. 

Let’s talk about how.  

Be helpful. 
Be interesting. 
Be human. 
Be brief.



Be Helpful: 
Anticipate the Question

Want to read your visitor’s mind? 

It helps if you know whose mind you’re trying to read. Before writing any content, 
take the time to segment your audience into your top Buyer Personas. Depending on title, 
goals, and responsibilities, your buyer may have specific motivators when it comes to considering 
you, and different ways to reach a final decision. With clear Buyer Persona profiles, you’ll be able to create better 
messaging that matches what they care about with how you can help. 

Work with your top salespeople to harvest the detailed knowledge you need. This is an important step toward creating 
messages that tee up and support real-world sales conversations. 

Is it possible to help your visitors look at your products in a different way, or 

change the criteria they use to make a purchase decision? 

First, customers want to know ‘if you can be trusted’. How do your prospects 

evaluate their options? Organize your content based on their criteria. 

Second, go straight to the heart of your prospects’ motivations. Every visitor 

is looking to resolve a problem or achieve a goal. Go past features and benefits 

and show how you can help them achieve their real goal. Make it easy and 

exciting for prospects to choose you.

TRADE SECRET
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The curious visitor will stick around longer. The number-one 

way to pique a visitor’s curiosity is to talk to them about them. 

If your messaging can address what they care about, they’ll 

automatically feel that you understand them and can truly 

specialize in their specific problems and needs. 

Ideally, your home page will reflect their current state of mind. 

You may worry about doing this, particularly if your buyers 

tend to have an innate distrust of your industry or product. 

But by behaving in a forthright manner and addressing their 

hesitancy or possible objections, you can build trust early and 

demonstrate that you’re different. And you can do this by actually 

being different. Do not benchmark your website off of your 

competitors’. Boldly create a brand that communicates  

your truth. 

Buyers are not on an opposing team. People love to buy things, 

whether for business or pleasure. On the other hand, people 

simply hate to be “sold.” Don’t sell them; help them by choosing 

a point of view that begins and ends with their buying experience. 

Purchasing is a relief—a victory, really—because it shows that a 

decision is being executed and that the buyer has taken steps to 

solving a problem. A purchase signifies progress.

Be Interesting: 
Pique Their Curiosity
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When we start focusing too much on our agenda of making a sale, we tend to scramble the communication 

and sabotage our ability to influence our conversation partner. With a little discipline, you can organize your 

message to parallel the way the brain looks for and processes information.

We call this formula the “messaging funnel,” and it’s based on the psychology of communication. 

Decision-makers are on a journey that begins with the awareness of a problem, through the consideration of 

possible solutions, to a final decision between options. By structuring your content according to this journey—by 

using the messaging funnel—your website becomes a sales enabler. 

• Your introductory content should mirror the pain or  
goals of your decision-maker 

• Next, offer an educational insight that helps them  
make a better decision 

• Prove the truth of your insight and remove fear from the 
decision using data, statistics, testimonials, or stories

• Now you’ve earned the right to sell your features,  
benefits, and differentiation

Be Human: 
The Psychology of Buying

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT 70% OF PEOPLE MAKE PURCHASING DECISIONS TO SOLVE PROBLEMS, 
WHILE 30% MAKE PURCHASING DECISIONS TO GAIN SOMETHING

(IMPACT COMMUNICATIONS)

FOCUS ON YOUR PROSPECT’S CHALLENGES AND PAIN POINTS

— C O N N E C T  —
Mirror and specialize.

— T E A C H  —
Teach them about them.

“I never thought of it like that.” 

— P R O V E  —
Quantify the problem.

Tell a story.

— S E L L  —
Summarize why you

are the only one
to solve their

problem.

70% 

30% 
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Be Brief

On average, website visitors read only 28% of the 
words on a typical webpage*. (That’s 166 words on 
average—the length of this page and the sidebar.)

Don’t waste your 8 seconds and your 166 words.

Be clear and specific.
WHO DO YOU SERVE? 
HOW DO YOU DO IT? 
WHAT RESULTS DO THEY GET BY  
WORKING WITH YOU?

*“Not Quite the Average: An Empirical Study of Web Use,” 

ACM Transactions on the Web, vol. 2, no. 1 (February 2008), 

article #5.

You have just 8 seconds to get people to stay on your website. 

Differentiation

Beware of invisible words, such as quality and performance. How many solutions are state-of-the-art? Does everything have to 
be innovative to be good? When a provider is well-known, people take certain standards of quality for granted. Spend time adding 
substance or clarity. When you use the same words as your competitor, there’s not much that sets you apart. 

Using invisible words can be the beginning of a race to the bottom, where price becomes the only differentiator. 

TRADE SECRET
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WHAT THEY EXPERIENCE: 
NAVIGATION & USER 
EXPERIENCE

The techy acronym commonly used to describe how a person uses and clicks 
through your website is UX, but don’t let the jargon scare you off. 
We can summarize UX (navigation and user experience) in one short phrase: 

don’t be annoying. 

Let’s look at ways to avoid ticking off your prospects. 



Your page structure is called “navigation” for a reason. It literally functions as the guide through the Buyer’s Journey. 

As we mentioned, you want to anticipate the visitor’s questions and current point of view right up-front, on the 

home page. Then, your navigation should be two-fold. 

First, you need content and links that provide pages that can address their current pain points and focus 

on what they care about. Second, you need a standard navigation that provides the information about 

your company they need to move forward in their Buyer’s Journey. What questions do visitors need 

answers to when they visit your website?

In addition, don’t forget to KISS (short for “Keep It Simple, Stupid”). Too many options will 

destroy your ability to guide and serve your visitor. Here are some tips: 

• Put navigation at the top or left side of every page—that’s  
where people expect to find it, so why make them search?

• Use descriptive navigation when possible. Instead of “Services” 
use “Engineering Services”; instead of “Products” say “Safety 
Products”. 

• Avoid dropdown menus whenever possible—they add complexity. 

• Limit your menu items to fewer than eight. A long list dilutes  
the importance of each option and makes the user experience  
more cumbersome. 

• Use design elements throughout your home page to make  
additional navigation options visually available.  

But don’t stop there. Direct the conversation using your visitor’s problems and goals. This will drive 

interest. One common pitfall we see is when a website is logical, but isn’t conversational. The lack of problem-

to-solution content creates a site filled with content dead-ends, instead of one where every page leads to new 

thoughts and pathways.

 

Finally, we live in an increasingly mobile reality, so your Web design and navigation structure must be mobile-friendly. The 

importance of this can’t be overstated, so be sure it’s factored in from the very beginning. 

Navigation & Organization
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The mark of a great website is when it feels like a natural extension of the human side of your 

organization. In other words, your website talks like you, acts like you, and builds a one-on-one 

relationship with the visitor just like you do when you’re standing in front of them. 

In real life, you know how to tailor a message to the person you’re speaking to. Your website needs 

to do this, too. However daunting it may sound, it’s imperative to clarify and understand what 

each potential visitor, or Buyer Persona, needs from you. Most B2B companies have a host of 

different audience types and each one is likely to be asking a different question. 

By segmenting your overall audience, you’ll learn what content will serve which visitor type, so 

you can structure your navigation and content accordingly. With a specific buyer in mind, you can 

craft a great conversation. Your navigation can help a visitor quickly get to the information meant 

specifically for them. Then, each call to action can be customized to lead toward the right value 

proposition. All this will help your prospects choose you as their vendor. 

Remember, the most important question in a buyer’s mind is always “What’s in it for me?” You 

simply won’t be able to answer that question if you’re speaking to multiple audiences using one 

generic message. 

Managing 
Multiple Audiences
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What is friction on a website? It’s anything that gets in the way of a sale. With an 

abundance of options today, it really doesn’t take much for a visitor to leave your website 

and go to a competitor.

Here are some of the most common areas where friction occurs:

If the visitor perceives that it’s 

taking too long to reach the answer 

they need, perhaps by filling out 

a form or watching a video, they 

won’t stay. This can also happen 

when images load too slowly.

When a website is cluttered or 

ugly, it’s difficult for a visitor to 

identify the key message. When 

they become distracted and less 

attentive, turning their interest into 

action becomes highly unlikely. 

Visitors like clear direction. If you 

don’t give it to them, they may  

lose interest. 

When your website doesn’t function 

as expected, it provokes an angry 

response. For example, search bars 

that don’t work, downloads that 

have too many steps, broken links, 

or broken forms all cause irritation. 

This can engender uncertainty, fear, 

and doubt in the minds of a visitor, 

and lead them to question your 

authority or ability.

BONUS TIP: 
Beauty buys you eyeball time, which is the key currency in the online world. As we 
mentioned before, Google research has found that users need a mere .05 seconds to 
form an opinion about your website. The study also showed that websites with low visual 
complexity were perceived to be highly appealing.

Certain words increase friction or 

anxiety. These include buy, sign 

up, submit, give, invest, donate, 

and complete. Other words have 

been shown to reduce friction. 

These include get, check this out, 

discover, reveal, and earn. Make 

sure your words serve instead  

of sell. 

Friction: 
Burning Your Chance of a Sale

TIME ATTENTION FRUSTRATION WORDING

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT



Many website redesign projects begin without a plan for creating and crafting the words and content to be featured on the site. For complicated B2B 
information, this is a major oversight. By assigning content to groups of busy salespeople and technical specialists, it can quickly become drudgery. Every  
new contributor wants to add information, because it’s always easier to add than to reduce. The results can be gigantic, tedious, overly complex masses of 
unsorted content. 

The fact is, most visitors don’t drop by because they want additional levels of tedium in their lives. Heavy-handed and bland content comes across as exactly 
that. It’s not only a painful process to create content this way, but it’s also painful to be on the receiving end of it. You’re working hard to kill your website’s 
ability to be an extension of the best side of your company—your people. 

There’s No Shortage of Drudgery



What if your website delighted your customers by incorporating 

small doses of fun, passion, and personality? Sure, it’s B2B and 

your visitor probably arrived with a specific question, but if they’re 

human, they’re probably influenced by their emotions too. 

Can you build in a few curiosity triggers?

If you’ve done the work of segmenting your audiences and 

identifying their personal agendas, then you should have a pretty 

good idea of the kind of information they won’t be able to resist. 

Carefully considered content and design elements can create 

memorable, enjoyable Web experiences for your visitors, from 

which they come away thinking, “Wow, if they put this type of 

attention and passion into their website, imagine what they must 

put into their core products and services?”

Daniel Kahneman was awarded the Nobel Prize 
in economics in 2012 for his seminal work on 
behavioral economics. Part of his insight was his 
recognition of the important role of emotion and 
intuition in people’s decision-making. Apparently, 
we aren’t as logical as we think!

People Like a Little Sunshine in Their Lives. 

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
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WHAT THEY DO: 
CONVERSION

So now what? You have built a website that is beautiful, engaging, and blissfully easy to use. The 

sales will start rolling in now, right? 

 

Maybe, but one mistake we often see on websites is neglecting to have a clear call to action. Maybe 

your website has communicated effectively and given your visitor terrific information in a user-

friendly fashion. But now what do you want to happen? How can you convert interest into action?



Be sure to include clear calls to action throughout your website. Examples include 

downloading content after filling out a form, clicking on a link to read more content on 

another page, filling out an inquiry form to schedule an appointment, watching a video, 

sharing your content, or taking an assessment. These are just some of the ways you can 

keep your visitor moving closer to you. 

Limit the number of calls to action on a page. Too many conversion paths will only 

water down your true goal and distract your website visitor. However, it’s a good idea to 

include a call to action on every page, to make it easy for a visitor to act without delay 

when he or she is ready. 

 

Use landing pages. Clear, focused content on a single page gives the reader the space to 

consider your information without the distraction of unnecessary navigation, too many 

words, or any other distracting elements. 

Simple design increases your likelihood of conversion. 

Use great headlines and hyperlink text as “carrots” that pull a prospect deeper into 

your content. This is particularly important if your subject matter is complex, or if you 

need to communicate a great deal of detailed information. Headlines, subheadings, and 

hyperlinks provide the added benefit of making it easier to scan blocks of text, too. 

Video dramatically increases the time spent on your website and is the most highly 

converting form of digital communication. 

For B2B companies, the goal of a website generally falls into one of these categories. 
You want your visitor to:
 

• Feel more confident in choosing your company 
• Fill out a form to get their contact info
• Contact you with a direct business inquiry
• Share your content or refer your company

A landing page is a page that a visitor arrives on after clicking a call to action. These pages are visually simple 
compared to a regular webpage and the content is often highly focused around one single keyword. A landing 
page might be used as a click-through page to deliver deeper information, or can be used as a lead-generation 
page with a form to collect contact information. 

Driving to highly specific landing pages with compelling calls to action such as useful tools, white papers or other 
content can help you build your marketing list and provide great anchors for gaining attention from social media.

Differentiation

We’d need an entire book to properly handle this topic, but we’ll try to sum it up: Beware of invisible words, such as quality and 
performance. How many solutions are state-of-the-art? Does everything have to be innovative to be good? When a provider is well-
known, people take certain standards of quality for granted. Spend time adding substance or clarity. When you use the same words as 
your competitor, there’s not much that sets you apart. 

This can be the beginning of a race to the bottom, where price is the only differentiator. 

TRADE SECRET
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If we view a website through the lens 

of human relationships and needs, we 

see how it can be developed to its full 

potential and become a truly dynamic, 

influential tool, one which helps 

customers decide whether or not to do 

business with you. And the way it can do 

this is by boldly expressing the essential 

truth—the brand—of your company. 

People don’t experience the world in a 

linear or flat fashion. We live in a rich, 

multifaceted world, so your website must 

engage your prospects on multiple levels. 

It takes more time and more planning 

to infuse your website with your human 

side, but it is doable and worth it. Your 

humanity will speed up the sales cycle 

and create a change in your customer 

relationships.  It has the power to 

transform your market position. 

Go ahead…
Be Masterful. 
Tell your Truth.
Watch the Growth.

Transformation starts here. 
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Want to discuss how we can help you achieve your sales goals?  

Schedule your free third party marketing audit with a strategist at 

themarketingblender.com/understanding-your-vision

THEMARKETINGBLENDER.COM   |  817-851-5145

Branding | Consulting | Sales Messaging | Graphic Design | Web Design | Video | Content Marketing | Advertising | Trade Show Marketing

Achieve next-level growth by using marketing to better enable  

and leverage your field sales team. 


